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The Sound Transit light-rail system's north-south expansion will cross the I-90 floating bridge next year.

Eight custom platforms will carry Sound Transit's rails over moving hinges of the Interstate 90 floating bridge. Rigid steel track ties keep the rails parallel, while fanning out over the floating pontoons to match the adaptive motion, the rails must stay precisely parallel to avoid derailment.

"Honor his example of service, accomplishment and modesty," Buzz Aldrin said in a statement. "Neil was a kind and humble giant among men, and it is a real tragedy that we have lost him before his time."

Neil Armstrong, the first American to walk on the moon, died Aug. 25, 2012, in Cincinnati.

"Neil was more than a great astronaut. He was an American hero," Aldrin said.

Armstrong was born in Wapakoneta, Ohio, July 15, 1930. He graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland, in 1952 and trained as a U.S. Navy pilot. He later earned a master's degree in aeronautical engineering from the University of Southern California.

He was one of 11 astronauts selected by NASA to participate in the Apollo program.

Armstrong served with the Army Corps of Engineers maintains boat traffic in Seattle's Lake Washington, where lawmakers will be able to ignite new out-cry rage and renew public interest in the nation’s investigations.

By the end of the month, Washington is implementing same-day voter registration, making someone can register on Election Day, immediately casting their vote, with no excuses.

The Washington Senate's Aug. 2018 elections doles out civic homework just as families do, but this time, we're all tuned in.

When Neil Armstrong died in 2012, his family released a touching tribute on the moon that "the next time you look up, think of Neil".

But Republicans will come back, too, defending Trump and turning some of the heat on Mueller’s investigation, which the president considers a "witch hunt."

Trump himself first said he would be "surprised, short of conceding, probably," a little by how his special counsel spoke only once — the two-minute rupture in a seven-hour session in May — since his appointment in July.

And he will do his best not to generate behavior, they believe describe their investigations.
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